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THE VILLAGER
Murton cum Hilton Parish Council: Civic News
It is quite some months since I could give you news of the most recent
Parish Council meeting. The Covid-19 lockdown from March until June this
year meant that local authorities were told to cancel any scheduled
meetings and not to hold virtual meetings until the regulations allowed.
Our first post-lockdown meeting was held through Zoom on 13th July. This
was a restricted agenda allowing councillors to approve the financial
returns necessary for the Parish Council to function, together with a
management review of cemetery fees, which should have been completed
at the AGM on 4th May. After some consideration, councillors agreed to
continue with the same officers until May 2021, with myself remaining as
Chair until that time.
It is with regret that I must report that Cllr Pat Laverty decided to resign
from the council. He has served the community for many years and we
shall miss his unique knowledge of Council business gained over the years.
He has served as Vice Chairman since 2011, and I would like to thank him
once again for his unstinting support of myself and for his work on behalf of
the people of the Parish, and particularly for those in Murton.
Our new councillor is Jack Caldwell from Hilton. He has been an energetic
volunteer in local affairs since he and Alison moved to the village 3 years
ago and it seemed fitting to harness his enthusiasm and knowledge of
business for the benefit of the Parish Council. His appointment means that
we have 3 councillors from Murton, 3 councillors from Hilton & 1 councillor
from Langton. The new Vice Chair is Cllr Anne King, Hilton.
Our work did not stop with lockdown. Councillors continued to address
issues raised, with footpaths, garden waste disposal and potholes at the
top of the list. some Cumbria County Council departments continued to
work through lockdown so we had some success in highlighting highway
issues during that time. However, other departments closed, resulting in
some delay in dealing with footpath issues. Eden District Council was
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equally difficult to contact unless it was through email, but we were able to
keep in touch regarding the provision of garden waste skips so that the
service for 2020 resumed before the end of lockdown.
Any problems relating to either of these CCC departments can be
accessed through the CCC website, or you can email:
betterhighways.carlisle@cumbria.gov.uk
Tel: 0300 303 2992 (Highways Hotline)
It is useful to the officers if you can pinpoint the location & attach a
photograph.
Cllr John McDarren has continued to liaise with United Utilities about the
sewage & foul water problems in Hilton. The lockdown caused some delay
but UU have completed a full mapping of the existing system and have
confirmed that there are 2 points where the outflow of foul water enters
Hilton Beck between the 2 Hilton Bridges. The issue was raised by John
Sykes during 2019 & the Council agreed to support his efforts to discover
more. John’s research of the records has shown that UU should be
responsible for the system & the environmental issues with Hilton Beck.
The matter is being considered by UU & their legal team to establish
responsibility & hopefully to formulate a way forward which will provide
proper sewage disposal & protect our river. When more information comes
to hand we shall pass it on to Hilton villagers. Whilst a sewage disposal
system was provided for Murton residents in 2003 & at that time UU
acknowledged the existence of the Hilton “Village System” but decided it
was a low priority.
September has been a busy month with volunteers helping councillors
improve the village environment. My sincere thanks go to the enthusiastic
team who spread 20 tons of gravel in the cemetery; to David Wilkinson for
the provision of his “Wackerplate”; to Mike Schug for his front loader which
placed piles of gravel around the edges and for digging out the entrance; &
to Simon Hogg for his advice & provision of the gravel. I hope you will
agree that it has been a worthwhile effort. The stabilisation of the cemetery
walls is another ongoing project under consideration by councillors.
Following the annual Village Green walk in September the Top green
Meadow in Hilton was trimmed & we would welcome any offer to top-cut
Murton Top green. Both these areas are designated as wild flower
meadows but the large clumps of couch-grass in Murton have prevented
the wild flower seeds from growing, whilst the yellow rattle plugs which
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have been planted to help weaken the strong grass have been slow to take
root. The Green needs to be cut properly, but it is too large an are to be
trimmed.
Volunteers have been maintaining the Murton Top play area & Middle
Green and, as usual, they are looking very good. Your efforts are very
much appreciated. It is a pity if the play area is misused The first incident
involved MoD personal parking on the land as a result of a
misunderstanding & poor briefing at Warcop Camp. I received an apology
from Maj. Lynch, the Commandant & he has agreed to improve the signage
on the Fell Gate, directing Army personnel through the gate - we have
asked for this before but maybe this time we shall see some action! Since
then there has been a report of agricultural vehicles driving over this area
of Top green. If you see this happening please take a note of the
Registration Number & pass it to a councillor or our Clerk. This land is
Village green and a designated wild Flower Meadow & should not be
accessed by any vehicles at any time unless approved by the Parish
Council.
Finally, our next Parish Council Meeting is on Monday 2nd November. If
anyone would like to join us you would be very welcome. please contact
June for further information. We had intended to hold the meeting in The
institute but the recent Covid-19 spikes make this unlikely. Therefore it is
likely to be a virtual meeting via Zoom.
Stay safe, stay healthy.
Barbara Govan. Chair. Murton Parish Council.
———————————————
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STOP PRESS
INSTITUTE

HIGHLIGHTS SPRING 2021

MURTON

I am pleased to let you know that I attended a Promoters information
meeting, via zoom a few weeks ago. We should be able to host another
wonderful Highlights event at the Institute towards the end of March or the
beginning of April, after the Easter weekend. I haven't been given the name
of our event , as I have to submit 3 choices to the organisers who then have
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to play a tortuous chinese checkers game to try and give the venues an act
from their 3 submissions. I am just thrilled there was such a variety of
wonderful artists to choose from. We will adhere strictly to all government
Covid guidelines and will NOT host the event if we are advised not to. We
will probably have a reduced audience capacity and 95% tickets will be sold
on line. Highlights are in a position to give us a heavily discounted price for
an event, because of extra Arts Council funding....basically they want to
" GET THE SHOWS BACK ON THE ROAD ". I will have our choice
confirmed in the next few weeks, and the details will be in the next Villager.
Best wishes Tina Wragg.

——————————————
GARDENING:
Hello to my fellow gardeners who have had extra challenges this gardening
year, not only by the constraints of the Pandemic, but also by the weather. . .
a very wet, late winter, followed by a mediterranean spring at the start of
lockdown , followed by a dismal late summer. However our gardens stepped
up to the plate and gave us some real treats. . ..the flowering shrubs such as
the cherries, early camellias, rhododendrons and azaleas were breathtaking
in their heightened vibrancy, the large pots of spring bulbs of daffs, tulips
and muscari seemed to last forever, and rhubarb seemed to grow a foot in a
week..!! My border perennials such as the hardy geraniums,cirsium, the soft
purple thistle, pink bistort and flag irises took over my beds, and I was loathe
to cut them back as the midsummer perennials of peonies, astilbe, purple
lysmachia ,thalictrums and astrantias, not forgetting the wonderful hostas,
elbowed their way into the sunlight. The roses were exceptional, and some
forgotten climbers over the laburnam arches flowered for the first time in
several years. I was given some little wispy twiglets of clematis a coupe of
years ago and to my delight and astonishment these previously sulky
specimens grew frantically over obelisks and rewarded us with some
delightful blooms in several different shades of purple and pink.
As the gardening year moves into autumn I have been delighted at the
richness and brightness of so many of our trees. The speciman sorbus such
as. Joseph Rock and s. Villmorini have created flame coloured feather like
leaves to shimmer on their boughs before fluttering gracefully down to cover
our lawn in a wonderful patchwork of oranges , reds and crimsons. The
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various acers in the garden have also made you gasp at their vivid
splendour and my favourite tree for its autumnal beauty, the liquid amber
(liquidamber styraciflua) is just starting to colour.

I feel I must mention our local garden
supply heroes. During the lockdown,
nurseries and small garden centres
were not permitted to trade to the
general public visiting their site.
Pigneys in Appleby had a supply of
compost and seeds which they were
willing to deliver, along with other
garden bits and bobs, feed and weed
etc.
Ravensworth nurseries, just off the
A66 on the way to Richmond, allowed
you to shop online, then you could
click or collect there, without entering
the premises, or they would deliver to
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your home address for a minimal charge. Ravensworth also kept our local
greengrocers in Appleby and Kirby Stephen supplied with plugplants of
vegetables and summer bedding. When B and Q were permitted to reopen
their garden department, their selection of plants and shrubs was of a very
high quality.
The winter months will be challenging for us all. However we can remain
optimistic in the knowledge that our gardens will bloom again in the spring.
We are fortunate to live in such a beautiful place. During lockdown we could
easily access the local footpaths that took us to unexplored corners. Please
stay safe , enjoy the garden magazines and catch up with you in the NEW
YEAR . .. Tina

A Virtual Institute;

John Wragg

We have been incredibly fortunate to have had the Institute as a community resource
for the past five years. It has been the perfect venue for a tremendously varied range of
social activities, ranging from: Coﬀee & Craic, to Burns Night Suppers; from Quiz
Nights to Ceilidhs, and; Film Nights to displays of the work local Craftsmen and Artists.
Most people in the villages have made use of the Institute at some time, and many
have made use of it on a regular basis.
At present it has been six months since we have been able to use the Institute, and it
may well be another six months before we can use it again. This is a great shame as it
has been a focal point for the whole community. However, there is very little we can do
about it at present. There is however a second aspect to the Institute, one which has
been rather neglected because the building has not been open on a regular basis. I
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have always believed that the Institute has had the potential to be the location for a
wide range of resources that are of interest to the general community of the villages.
Whether it serves as a reference library for books, periodicals or documents that relate
to the local area and the people who live here, or as a lending library for books, films
and guides to the local area, the Institute can still be a valuable resource and a place
where people can exchange ideas.
We have recently revisited the Murton-Hilton Photo Project that was started in the year
2,000. Now, 20 years on, we have a visual snapshot of how the community has
changed, or in some cases, has grown older gracefully! Because in the intervening
years Technology has changed, instead of simply preserving the printed images in an
album that can only be accessed on rare occasions, we can now ensure that everyone
has electronic copies at no expense. More interestingly, we can now relate the photos
of the people to the places where they live, and instantly produce a sequence that
shows those people change over the decades.
The display of Art and Craft work done by the people of Murton & Hilton in 2016 was
astonishing. The range of skills and craftsmanship shown by people, who ranged from
professional artists to interested amateurs, simply emphasised that local people have a
vast pool of skills, knowledge and enthusiasm about a wide range of activities that are
of genuine interest to people in the community. The only downside of that weekend
was that it couldn’t easily be repeated and the content soon fades from memory. It is
my view that the Institute should continue to be a forum where people who have
something to oﬀer can easily share that interest with the rest of the community,
whether in person or remotely. This is now a practical possibility.
While doing a little research into the history of Hilton and producing an interactive
illustrated guide to the village I was struck by the fact that while many people are
‘incomers’ and fresh to the area and its past, there are others who come from families
that were here in the 1700’s. They have a long history of living in the villages, and many
have memories of how the places have changed over the past decades. There are
many such people with stories to tell.

While reviewing a past edition of the Villager, I was particularly struck by the short video
interview with Cliﬀord Lingard, a wartime evacuee from Barrow who lived for a while at
Mill Farm in Hilton. John & Carolyn Sykes recorded and edited the interview where
Cliﬀord recalled what life was like in those times in the village. There are many of our
older residents who have such memories, have old photographs, old maps or
documents, or family histories which can be recorded, shared and preserved for future
generations. There are always new generations who wish they had taken the chance to
talk to their older relatives and explore what life had been like for their grandparents,
and now we have the technology to make those precious memories easily accessible.
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I have spent a little time creating a program, an App in the modern vernacular, which
can integrate the images, documents, maps, videos or audio sources in an interactive
application which creates a ‘Virtual Institute’ which can be explored by anyone using a
PC, Apple computer or I-Pad. This is deliberately not a website or Internet site which
would be open to the world, because the content would be produced by the local
community and be of interest to those who live here. Rather it is a ‘Local Site for Local
People’, for those who are acquainted with Royston Vasey! Any information or sources
provided by the community can be assured that its distribution would be purely
restricted to residents of the parish.
To be a real asset to the whole community it would need to be made accessible to as
many people as possible, from those who are computer literate and have the latest
devices and fastest Broadband, to those who never touch a computer or don’t have a
meaningful broadband connection (quite a lot of people in our rural area!). As a result
the app. is designed to work on a point & click basis, and no-one needs to know
anything about computers to explore what is stored on the virtual institute. To make it
accessible everyone the app is designed to work independently of any particular type
of software or platform. You could access it on a donated laptop stored in the Meeting
Room of the Institute (when open); you could have a copy installed on your own
computer at home; or you could remotely access a Server based at the Institute.
Anyone living in the area can be granted access to the application and have their own
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secure password. This would give them Remote Desktop access to a Server which
stores the various programs within the Institute.
I will digress for a paragraph – if tech-speak leaves you cold, just miss out this
paragraph! Currently a Windows 2008 Server Datacenter test/demonstration Server
has been cobbled-together on a Virtual Drive, on a domestic PC, using a BT domesticrate broadband connection (upload being between .5 & 1.5 Mbs). For those of you
bothering to read this paragraph, you will realise that this is the equivalent of going to
the circus and watching an elephant stand on the shoulders of the circus strong-man,
who is standing on the shoulders of the clown. Interesting to watch, but not really the
way things should be done. The weak link is of course the clown – or BT broadband,
as we call it! As a result anyone downloading from the Server may find the smooth-flow
of the original program becomes a little jerky!
To give a simple summary of how the App is arranged. The Institute is visually
presented as three areas; The Foyer, where a Noticeboard displays ‘gateways’ into
programs provided by local interest groups such as Fellsiders, Film Club or Highlights;
The Hall, where there are ‘gateways’ into the social or artistic life of the community;
and The Meeting Room, where users can gain access to documents, books, films or
music that may be of interest to the villagers.
It may be most productive not to consider what is currently available on the Institute
site, but to concentrate on what could be added to the site by various groups or
individuals within our community. Naturally, most people are daunted by the prospect
of working out exactly how their ideas and information can be turned into a computer
program, but help can be given to do the mechanics. All any contributor need worry
about is what they would actually like to see on the screen, and what sort of
information to provide.
Quite naturally the purpose of this article is to persuade people within our community
that a ‘Virtual Institute’ is not only a ‘good idea’, but also a practical possibility. The
Institute already has all it needs: A room; a broadband contract with BT and a Router
which is on 24-hours a day; the promise of a couple of donated laptops; and
individuals who have the knowledge to set up a Server and the skills to create the
interactive applications.
There is always the question of cost for any endeavour. In this case it would be very
small, as the Wi-Fi router at the Institute is in constant operation even though no-one is
using it while the Institute is closed. People have kindly oﬀered to donate laptops and
the software expertise is provided free. If the demand for the service were to prove too
much for the present system to cope with, the Institute could upgrade its Broadband
contract to a Business platform with guaranteed upload of 12 Mbs at minimal extra
cost, and a dedicated Server installed for a few hundred pounds.
These things can be done, but would only be of any real value if enough individuals or
groups within the community embrace the opportunity and become involved. Because
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of Covid our opportunities to meet by chance and discuss the above suggestions have
been , and will be, rather limited for some time to come, hence this article for the
Villager! Nevertheless, technology being what it is, we can now exchange ideas and
information quite readily via e-mail, Zoom meetings and a good-old-fashioned phone
call!
Anyone who wishes to be involved as a contributor, test Guinea-Pig, or just wishes to
know more, can contact me at:
Johnwragg21951@gmail.com
Many thanks if you have waded your way through this article.
John Wragg, Hilton
—————————————————————

MEGAN’s BAKES:
I had been working for Country
Fayre at Mallerstang for 2 years
since leaving college, when due to
the Coronavirus pandemic I was
made redundant at the end of July.
With little prospect of alternative
employment, unless I wanted to
be a delivery driver! I decided to set up from home, baking produce to sell
from a box outside.
Once I had received the Food Hygiene Rating (level 5) from Eden District
Council, I set up a Facebook page (Megan's Bakes) advertising
my products Victoria Sandwich, Lemon Drizzle, Chocolate Brownies,
Viennese Fingers to name a few. I take orders and can make up a treat box,
I also deliver locally.
I attend Orton Farmers Market (held on the 2nd Saturday of the month).
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I will soon be putting together Christmas Hampers to include Mince Pies,
Christmas Cake etc.
Thank you to all who have supported me so far and I look forward to
supplying you and new customers in the future. If your favourites are not in
the box, please ask as I may have them in stock or in the oven!
You can find me at Brackenbank View
Murton
just after the village hall on the right.
Tel 017683 52861
email bakesmegansbakes@gmail.com
Facebook message - 'Megan's Bakes’

Editorial: Covid 19:
Well, here we are. Covid19 is still with us & what we do know is that no
quick end to the problem is in sight. We have lots of examples of people
stepping up to the plate & going above & beyond the call of duty - from
Marcus Rashford at one end of the scale, to Captain Sir Thomas Moore at
another. However, I am depressed by the way in which a significant
minority of people have reacted in the UK, and also across Europe &
beyond.
We are obviously in a major disaster, for which everyone from National
Leaders to the man & woman in the street, was unprepared. The way to get
through this problem is to pull together - but my analysis of TV, Radio &
Press coverage is a focus on negativity & criticism rather than on positive
actions which will help us pull together. Our parents would have recognised
that the Second World War would not have been won by everyone voicing
their personal opinion on every Government and Military decision. I do not
remember the English, Welsh, Scottish & Northern Irish Governments each
having a different approach to The Battle of Britain or D Day. The time &
money wasted by these Governments each dreaming up a policy in an
exercise of self justification would be laughable if it were not so serious. It is
sad that these leaders look inwards, to justify their own existence, rather
than outwards, to try & find the shared resource to win the battle. So, rather
than focus on our own wants & needs, can we all try to focus on what we
can do to help others through the pandemic?
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Richard King

On Thursday 10th September we were going to Portugal for a re-arranged
week’s walking. However, that evening the UK Government introduced a
14 day quarantine for those returning from Portugal. We spoke to our
travel agents on the Friday morning & were oﬀered a credit or (more
reluctantly) a refund. We suggested an alternative, an 8 day walking
holiday in Sicily. When do you want to go, they asked. Same day, we said tomorrow. They replied that it usually took 3 days to sort out a booking but
we said - try it. They did, & the following morning we set oﬀ for Liverpool
airport at 02:30 to fly at 7:15.Breakfast in
Frankie & Benny’s at 5:30
was excellent! We were met at the airport &
taken to a lovely family
hotel with an excellent pool. We dawdled
through the day & enjoyed
an excellent evening meal. The next day our trip started in earnest.
We had 2 nights in our first hotel on the South Western Coast of the
Sicilian mainland. Our walk on day 2 was a hard pull up Monte Cofano to
the village of Cornino for lunch & a swim. The next day we transferred to
the Isle of Maretitimo for 3 nights. A beautiful island with an excellent
restaurant & wonderful people. On day 3 we transferred to Levanzo for a
gentle walk to a lovely beach before retracing our steps. Our final hotel in
Scopello (La Tavernetta) was beautiful, with stunning gardens, sea views
and a beautiful pool (see below). We had never been to Sicily but were
overwhelmed by it. The people were lovely, the bars, shops, hotels &
restaurants friendly & helpful. The food was excellent (especially if you like
fish). On reflection, if walking is your major interest we suggest shoulder
seasons rather than summer, but in September 2020 a week away in the
sun was what we needed & what we got.

